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Assessing the Impact of Foreign Aid

2015-11-10

assessing the impact of foreign aid value for money and aid for trade provides updated information on how to improve
foreign aid programs exploring the concept and practice of impact assessment within the sometimes unproblematic
approaches advocated in current literature of value for money and aid for trade contributors from multi lateral agencies
and ngos discuss the changing patterns of official development assistance and their effects on impact assessment providing
theoretical political structural methodological and practical frameworks discussions and a theory practice nexus with twin
foci of economics and policy this book raises the potential for making sophisticated and coherent decisions on aid allocation
to developing countries addresses the impact of aid for trade and value for money rather than its implementation discusses
the changing patterns of official development assistance and their effects on impact assessment providing theoretical
political structural methodological and practical frameworks discussions and a theory practice nexus assesses the effects and
implications of the value for money and aid for trade agendas highlights economic issues

Army Talk

2007

with more than 134 billion in financial aid available you need to know how to earmark some of that money for your
college education and this book will show you how this book is intended to be a guide for students parents and school
personnel to assist students in finding and obtaining scholarships the author uses her years of experience and exhaustive
research to help you benefit from scholarships even if you do not have above average grades or participate in lots of
extracurricular activities you can find money to go to college

The Scholarship & Financial Aid Solution

2019-05-29

according to the national patient safety foundation about 440 000 deaths from hospital mistakes are expected in 2018 these
mistakes are preventable but the number of deaths has been increasing for the last two decades instead of decreasing this
book describes how to prevent deaths at very low cost and get very high return on investment roi the unique feature of
this book is that it teaches the tools of innovation that anyone can master it teaches healthcare staff how to manage
innovation efficiently and quickly because each patient life is critical this second edition points out why the present
methods are ineffective and shows how to find elegant solutions that are simple comprehensive and produce high return
on investments the second edition contains all updated material with the addition of a new chapter on systems
engineering for robust improvements a practice that has been applied in most high risk industries such as aerospace
defense and nasa for years it aims at redesigning systems to make sure right things right coordination and right
integration happens in healthcare systems

Safer Hospital Care

2008-11-13

this report draws a range of new analyses and case studies carried out in preparation for the accra high level forum held
in september 2008

Effective Aid, Better Health Report prepared for the Accra High Level Forum
on aid effectiveness 2-4 September 2008

2016-09-13

offering clear strategies rooted in research and expert recommendations first aid for teacher burnout empowers teachers to
prevent and recover from burnout while finding success at work each chapter explores a different common cause of
teacher burnout and provides takeaway strategies and realistic tips chapter coverage includes fighting low morale
diminishing stress streamlining grading reducing workload leveraging collaboration avoiding monotony using technology
to your advantage managing classroom behavior advocating for support from your administration securing the help of
parents and community and more full of reflection exercises confessions from real teachers and veteran teacher tips this
accessible book provides easy to implement steps for alleviating burnout problems so you can enjoy peace and success in
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your teaching

First Aid for Teacher Burnout

2009-10

the current global economic crisisresurges the debate on aid to africathe largest global recipientandthis comprehensive
volume explores the premise history and foundation upon which the concept of aid is based it considers aid s relationship
to the broader development discourse in africa the politics and power dynamics of aid mechanisms and how the
emergence of powers such as china and india are redefining the global aid architecture diverse perspectives are shown
from african social commentators academics and activists including demba moussa dembele patrick bond samir amin and
charles mutasa

Aid to Africa: Redeemer Or Coloniser?

1991

foreword by richard c leoneacknowledgements1 introduction2 africa so little development 3 aid and development in
africa4 foreign aid the donors5 the united states6 france and britain7 sweden italy japan8 the multilaterals9
findingsnotesbibliographyindex copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Engineering Aid 3

1999-04-15

pamphlet on providing property owners with information on shoreline erosion

Aid to Africa

1979

many agree that the foreign aid system which today involves virtually every nation on earth needs drastic change but
there is much conflict as to what should be done in aid on the edge of chaos ben ramalingam argues that what is most
needed is the creative and innovative transformation of how aid works foreign aid today is dominated by linear
mechanistic ideas that emerged from early twentieth century industry and are ill suited to the world we face today the
problems and systems aid agencies deal with on a daily basis have more in common with ecosystems than machines they
are interconnected diverse and dynamic they cannot be just simply re engineered or fixed outside of aid social scientists
economists business leaders and policy makers have started applying innovative and scientific approaches to such problems
informed by ideas from the new science of complex adaptive systems inspired by these efforts aid practitioners and
researchers have started experimenting with such approaches in their own work this book showcases the experiences
insights and often remarkable results of innovative thinkers and practitioners who are working to bring these approaches
into the mainstream of aid from transforming child malnutrition to rethinking economic growth from building peace to
reversing desertification from rural vietnam to urban kenya the ideas of complex systems thinking are starting to be used
to make foreign aid more relevant more appropriate and more catalytic aid on the edge of chaos argues that such ideas and
approaches should play a vital part of the transformation of aid aid should move from being an imperfect post world war ii
global resource transfer system to a new form of global cooperation that is truly fit for the twenty first century

Help Yourself

2013-10-24

this rate training manual and nonresident career course rtm nrcc form a self study package that will greatly aid ambitious
engineering aids in fulfilling the requirements of their rating among these requirements are the abilities to perform tasks
required in construction surveying construction drafting planning and estimating and quality control prepare progress
reports time records construction schedules and material and labor estimates and establish and operate a basic quality
control system for testing soils and concrete

Aid on the Edge of Chaos

1976
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a new lens on development is changing the world of international aid the overdue recognition that development in all
sectors is an inherently political process is driving aid providers to try to learn how to think and act politically major
donors are pursuing explicitly political goals alongside their traditional socioeconomic aims and introducing more
politically informed methods throughout their work yet these changes face an array of external and internal obstacles
from heightened sensitivity on the part of many aid receiving governments about foreign political interventionism to
inflexible aid delivery mechanisms and entrenched technocratic preferences within many aid organizations this
pathbreaking book assesses the progress and pitfalls of the attempted politics revolution in development aid and charts a
constructive way forward contents introduction 1 the new politics agenda the original framework 1960s 1980s 2 apolitical
roots breaking the political taboo 1990s 2000s 3 the door opens to politics 4 advancing political goals 5 toward politically
informed methods the way forward 6 politically smart development aid 7 the unresolved debate on political goals 8 the
integration frontier conclusion 9 the long road to politics

Engineering Aid 3 & 2, Vol. 1

2018-09-30

market fluctuations are a fact of life for all investors the challenge is to ensure our portfolios have the physical vitality to
withstand the constant strain placed upon them by ever changing markets portfolio first aid writes the prescriptions
needed to heal all manner of investment injuries suitable for all investors from the novice to the veteran portfolio first aid
provides a dose of clear easy to follow preventive medicine to keep portfolios healthy and vibrant portfolio first aid
diagnoses the source of the most common portfolio ailments provides practical advice for any investor whether you invest
on your own or with the help of a professional covers all the steps to healthier investing balancing your portfolio
investing for income building wealth working with an advisor managing risk minimizing your costs benchmarking the
performance of your investments and more offers clear prescriptions for building a healthier portfolio we all make
investment mistakes portfolio first aid is packed with advice on how to avoid them and with profit eminently readable
and practical it is a prime and welcome addition to the thoughtful investor s library john crow former governor bank of
canada the authors of portfolio first aid have taken the principles of investing which are often presented in overly
complex terms and made them simple and actionable moreover they have done so in a highly engaging and entertaining
style this book will be invaluable to investors and their portfolios not just as first aid but also as preventive medicine david
f denison president and chief executive officer canada pension plan investment board

Engineering Aid 3 and 2 V1, NAVPERS 10634-C

2013-04-01

this book details the development and evaluation of technological interventions designed to improve human and economic
development within complex low resource settings showing that a solution becomes an innovation when it reaches
widespread use the book shortens the time gap between development and up take of the intervention especially for
student solution developers or innovators who are new to the cultural and geopolitical settings of the problem source
country or region technological interventions in development are sustainable if they meet a real need are affordable by
the users fit within the cultural context and are ergonomically appropriate many interventions have failed because of
inattentiveness to one or more of these factors each of the book s points is backed up with scholarly research work
confidently guiding solution developers confronted with issues such as acquiring intellectual property protections among
many others

Development Aid Confronts Politics

2008-06-09

basic laboratory methods for biotechnology third edition is a versatile textbook that provides students with a solid
foundation to pursue employment in the biotech industry and can later serve as a practical reference to ensure success at
each stage in their career the authors focus on basic principles and methods while skillfully including recent innovations
and industry trends throughout fundamental laboratory skills are emphasized and boxed content provides step by step
laboratory method instructions for ease of reference at any point in the students progress worked through examples and
practice problems and solutions assist student comprehension coverage includes safety practices and instructions on using
common laboratory instruments key features provides a valuable reference for laboratory professionals at all stages of their
careers focuses on basic principles and methods to provide students with the knowledge needed to begin a career in the
biotechnology industry describes fundamental laboratory skills includes laboratory scenario based questions that require
students to write or discuss their answers to ensure they have mastered the chapter content updates reflect recent
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innovations and regulatory requirements to ensure students stay up to date tables a detailed glossary practice problems and
solutions case studies and anecdotes provide students with the tools needed to master the content

Portfolio First Aid

2020-08-28

this edition of this handbook updates and expands its review of the research theory issues and methodology that constitute
the field of educational communications and technology organized into seven sectors it profiles and integrates the
following elements of this rapidly changing field

Development Engineering

2021-12-29

this edited book is a compilation of scholarly articles on the latest developments in the field of ai blockchain and ml dl in
cloud security this book is designed for security and risk assessment professionals and to help undergraduate postgraduate
students research scholars academicians and technology professionals who are interested in learning practical approaches to
cloud security it covers practical strategies for assessing the security and privacy of cloud infrastructure and applications
and shows how to make cloud infrastructure secure to combat threats and attacks and prevent data breaches the chapters
are designed with a granular framework starting with the security concepts followed by hands on assessment techniques
based on real world studies readers will gain detailed information on cloud computing security that until now has been
difficult to access this book covers topics such as ai blockchain and ml dl in cloud security presents several case studies
revealing how threat actors abuse and exploit cloud environments to spread threats explains the privacy aspects you need
to consider in the cloud including how they compare with aspects considered in traditional computing models examines
security delivered as a service a different facet of cloud security

Basic Laboratory Methods for Biotechnology

2004

does development by its nature produce conflict are there times when canada should take sides in third world conflict are
there ways that canadian aid can be used to promote peace experts in third world development pursue answers to these
questions

Handbook of Research on Educational Communications and Technology

2023-12-19

third edition out now with coverage on generative ai clean architecture edge computing and more key features turn
business needs into end to end technical architectures with this practical guide assess and overcome various challenges
while updating or modernizing legacy applications future proof your architecture with iot machine learning and
quantum computing book descriptionbecoming a solutions architect requires a hands on approach and this edition of the
solutions architect s handbook brings exactly that this handbook will teach you how to create robust scalable and fault
tolerant solutions and next generation architecture designs in a cloud environment it will also help you build effective
product strategies for your business and implement them from start to finish this new edition features additional chapters
on disruptive technologies such as internet of things iot quantum computing data engineering and machine learning it
also includes updated discussions on cloud native architecture blockchain data storage and mainframe modernization with
public cloud the solutions architect s handbook provides an understanding of solution architecture and how it fits into an
agile enterprise environment it will take you through the journey of solution architecture design by providing detailed
knowledge of design pillars advanced design patterns anti patterns and the cloud native aspects of modern software design
by the end of this handbook you ll have learned the techniques needed to create efficient architecture designs that meet
your business requirements what you will learn explore the various roles of a solutions architect in the enterprise
landscape implement key design principles and patterns to build high performance cost effective solutions choose the best
strategies to secure your architectures and increase their availability modernize legacy applications with the help of cloud
integration understand how big data processing machine learning and iot fit into modern architecture integrate a devops
mindset to promote collaboration increase operational efficiency and streamline production who this book is for this book is
for software developers system engineers devops engineers architects and team leaders who already work in the it
industry and aspire to become solutions architect professionals existing solutions architects who want to expand their
skillset or get a better understanding of new technologies will also learn valuable new skills to get started you ll need a
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good understanding of the real world software development process and general programming experience in any
language

Security and Risk Analysis for Intelligent Cloud Computing

1992

iso 22301 2019 and business continuity management understand how to plan implement and enhance a business
continuity management system bcms walks you through the requirements of iso 22301 explaining what they mean and
how your organisation can achieve compliance it is an essential companion guide for those working in business continuity

Aid as Peacemaker

2022-01-17

community based psychological first aid a practical guide to helping individuals and communities during difficult times
presents a practical method for helping those in need in difficult times no advanced training in psychology is needed to
use it injuries from disasters terrorist events and civil unrest are not just physical these events also cause psychological
trauma that can do lasting damage psychological first aid pfa draws on human resilience and aims to reduce stress systems
and help those affected recover it is not professional psychotherapy and those providing this kind of aid do not need a
degree to help gerard jacobs has developed this community based method of delivering pfa over 20 years and has taught it
in over 30 countries along with the easy to follow method jacobs includes examples of how this works in action in
different situations and presents scenarios to practice unique in its approach of community engagement to train
community members to help each other this guide is an excellent resource for local emergency managers to engage in
whole community emergency management presents a proven method for helping to alleviate the mental health effects of
disasters terrorist attacks civil unrest and other community stressors offers a community based model developed and
taught by an international expert for over 20 years requiring no advanced training or education in psychology to use
provides techniques that are adaptable to individual communities or cultures outlines practices for self care while helping
others to prevent burnout includes case studies scenarios and key terms to help facilitate community training

Solutions Architect's Handbook

2021-03-25

you know who you are right of course you do you re you but what if who you think you are is actually holding you
back closing off exciting opportunities that are right in front of you and preventing you from achieving your best
potential this book explores the concept of self narrative or the stories that we tell ourselves about who we are and our
place in the world in this book i explore how understanding our own self narratives and challenging them can enable you
to change how you think about yourself and open up those opportunities that you could be missing using examples from
my own journey i provide a process that you can follow to increase your own self awareness understand what your self
narrative says and how it impacts your daily life and gives a template on how to make changes to your narrative we are
powerful storytellers telling ourselves our most impactful story of all by understanding and changing your story you can
make real positive change in your life use your own story to learn grow and achieve what you want

ISO 22301:2019 and business continuity management – Understand how to plan,
implement and enhance a business continuity management system (BCMS)

2016-06-07

the book reveals the reality of life life s origin life s reason for existence is answered the personal choice for the self self
creation is shown life s eternity life s indestructible nature is proven the immortality of the soul is proven the book
proves god s existence unlimited power is disproven the philosophy of the book is titled the one philosophy the one
philosophy includes all opposites the middle ground between which is taken and confirmed all that is lacking of the good
is exposed philosophy is the answer to knowledge of the good not religion not democracy the philosopher king is
advocated the three main human objectives are put forth understanding of life s laws the creating of the good society the
need to live in peace only philosophy has the answers this book marks the new human beginning it is groundbreaking
the phony not so peaceful and loving the real jesus christ is exposed the destruction of jesus christ is complete the greatest
human questions are answered the basis of future humanity will be the one philosophy
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Community-Based Psychological First Aid

2018-04-23

triz is a brilliant toolkit for nurturing engineering creativity and innovation this accessible colourful and practical guide
has been developed from problem solving workshops run by oxford creativity one of the world s top triz training
organizations started by gadd in 1998 gadd has successfully introduced triz to many major organisations such as airbus
sellafield sites saint gobain dca doosan babcock kraft qinetiq trelleborg rolls royce and bae systems working on diverse
major projects including next generation submarines chocolate packaging nuclear clean up sustainability and cost reduction
engineering companies are increasingly recognising and acting upon the need to encourage successful practical and
systematic innovation at every stage of the engineering process including product development and design triz enables
greater clarity of thought and taps into the creativity innate in all of us transforming random ineffective brainstorming
into targeted audited creative sessions focussed on the problem at hand and unlocking the engineers knowledge and
genius to identify all the relevant solutions for good design engineers and technical directors across all industries as well as
students of engineering entrepreneurship and innovation triz for engineers will help unlock and realise the potential of
triz the individual tools are straightforward the problem solving process is systematic and repeatable and the results will
speak for themselves this highly innovative book satisfies the need for concise clearly presented information together
with practical advice on triz and problem solving algorithms employs explanatory techniques processes and examples that
have been used to train thousands of engineers to use triz successfully contains real relevant and recent case studies from
major blue chip companies is illustrated throughout with specially commissioned full colour cartoons that illustrate the
various concepts and techniques and bring the theory to life turns good engineers into great engineers

The Story I Tell Myself

2022-01-27

this timely work presents cutting edge analysis of the problems of u s foreign assistance programs why these problems
have not been solved in the past and how they might be solved in the future the book focuses primarily on u s foreign
assistance and foreign policy as they apply to nation building governance and democratization the expert contributors
examine issues currently in play and also trace the history and evolution of many of these problems over the years they
address policy concerns as well as management and organizational factors as they affect programs and policies foreign aid
and foreign policy includes several chapter length case studies on iraq pakistan ghana haiti and various countries in
eastern europe and africa but the bulk of the book presents broad coverage of general topics such as foreign aid and
security ngos and foreign aid capacity building and building democracy abroad each chapter offers recommendations on
how to improve the u s system of aid in the context of foreign policy

Understanding

2011-02-11

aid effectiveness has emerged as an intensely debated issue amongst policy makers donors development practitioners civil
society and academics during the past decade this debate revolves around one important question does official
development assistance complement duplicate or disregard the local resource endowment in offering support to recipient
economies this book draws on pakistan s experience in responding to this question with a diverse range of examples it
focuses on a central idea no aid effectiveness without an effective receiving mechanism pakistan is among the top aid
recipient countries in the developing economies it was a shining model in the sixties and it ranks among the highly
underperforming countries after the new millennium this book offers an insight into the dynamics of success and failure
of pakistan in availing foreign financial and technical assistance for human development and poverty alleviation it draws
on field experiences to present case studies on water shelter health education and health and safety at work to identify the
causes and consequences of aid in relation to social reality findings relate to developing economies and would be of interest
to a wide range of individuals within the development sector

TRIZ for Engineers: Enabling Inventive Problem Solving

2015-01-28

understanding youth perspectives identities and practices addresses the changing context and nature of youth
encouraging readers to understand different conceptualizations of youth issues of identity and the key social practices that
give shape to young people s lives in the contemporary period
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Foreign Aid and Foreign Policy

2018-08-06

in this volume internationally well known experts discuss whether psychoanalysis with its rich mix of clinical
experiences and conceptualizations of early development and symptoms has something unique to offer through deepening
the understanding of children suffering from this and similar developmental disturbances the contributors consider
therapeutic strategies as well as possibilities of early prevention surprisingly psychoanalysts have only during the past
few years actively engaged in the on going and very important controversial discussions on attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder adhd there may be many reasons for the increasing interest in this topic over the past few years
for example the dialogue between psychoanalysis and contemporary neurobiology brain research which opens a
fascinating window on an old problem in european culture the mind body problem this exchange also promises to enlarge
the understanding of psychic problems probably connected with some neurobiologically based pathologies widely assumed
to include adhd

Poverty Alleviation and Poverty of Aid

2007-02-22

aid is always a means of influence political commercial military and security related some influence is benign but much of
it is coercive even imperialistic given the nature of aid its effectiveness should be judged not only in developmental
terms but in terms of international relations even donors agree that on both counts the returns are meagre this book
drawing on the author s 30 years of field experience proposes two kinds of solution donors should climb down from
paternalistic central planning practices and support public goods that are neutral and beneficial cancellation of debt fair
trade responsible economic governance vaccine production peace making and peace keeping for their part developing
countries should follow the example of the most successful among them recognize the true costs of free aid exercise their
prerogative to choose their development partners and start paying their own way

Understanding Youth

2018-03-29

international aid is about much more than money the un millennium development goals and major events like live 8
have focused the world spotlight on issues of poverty relief and aid like never before but have not concentrated on the
quality of relationships that can make aid succeed or fail this book authored by an internationally renowned group of aid
practitioners reveals the contradictions and challenges involved in forging these relationships international development
organizations combine the unbridled play of power and arrogant amnesia with serious and innovative efforts to create a
more democratic world to support transformative learning and to strengthen accountability the book explores recent
attempts from within aid agencies to go against the current flow of top down results based management by learning how
to build lasting partnerships that transfer power to those at the receiving end of aid more than just a critique the authors
offer a practical framework for understanding relationships in the international aid system and look at the relevance of
organizational learning theory which is widely used in business

Early Development and its Disturbances

2012-04-27

following in the wake of the world trade organization s engagement with aid for trade this book brings together a range
of perspectives around this emerging issue the collection of articles in this volume presents many of the ideas elaborated
through research conducted by international lawyers and economists against poverty ileap since 2005 and is intended to
provide a basis for further study since many of the contributions on aid for trade to date have come from the north the
book looks to deepen the debate by forwarding voices and experiences from the south the book traces the evolution of aid
for trade from its beginnings and examines the global architecture modalities and costs associated with its implementation
drawing on lessons from national and regional experiences this book further explores ways in which aid for trade can both
move forward and become a real tool for poverty reduction in beneficiary countries

Aid and Influence

2004
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the theories and case studies examined in this volume constitute a thorough study of foreign intervention in civil conflicts
for the purpose of rendering humanitarian aid the classical paradigm of the ethics of intervention forbids the violation of
territorial sovereignty public international law and the un charter also mandate nonintervention within the territorial
boundaries of a state nevertheless in recent years as a result of brutal civil conflicts and their violent and inhumane
consequences as in rwanda bosnia and cambodia international aid interventions have become an accepted practice still
international humanitarian aid involves unsettled controversial issues dilemmas concerning donors recipients and
international organizations these issues as well as the concepts of sovereignty human rights coercive interventions and
peacekeeping are critically evaluated in this volume which will be of interest to scholars and policymakers in
international relations human rights and military affairs

Structural and Solution Determinants of DNA Intercalation and Topoisomerase IB
Inhibition of Flavonoids

2012-04-27

up to date comprehensive coverage of the oracle database and business intelligence tools written by a team of oracle
insiders this authoritative book provides you with the most current coverage of the oracle data warehousing platform as
well as the full suite of business intelligence tools you ll learn how to leverage oracle features and how those features can
be used to provide solutions to a variety of needs and demands plus you ll get valuable tips and insight based on the
authors real world experiences and their own implementations avoid many common pitfalls while learning best practices
for leveraging oracle technologies to design build and manage data warehouses integrating specific database and business
intelligence solutions from other vendors using the new suite of oracle business intelligence tools to analyze data for
marketing sales and more handling typical data warehouse performance challenges uncovering initiatives by your
business community security business sponsorship project staffing and managing risk

Relationships for Aid

2007-12-24

this book discusses the history of hearing aids their design currently available advances from the perspective of an
otolaryngologist this book has been designed to fill the knowledge gap that exists amongst otolaryngologists on this topic
being surgeons otolaryngologists pay very little attention to this topic current advances in the field of electronics have not
only improved the quality of hearing aids but also made them very small miniaturization in electronics has played a vital
role in shrinking the size of these hearing aids with the advancements that are taking place in battery technology the
future hearing aids will not only remain small but also would be more powerful

Aid for Trade and Development

1997-06-30

top experts in the field discuss how to improve the effectiveness of foreign aid proposing practical solutions to specific
problems rather than a utopian master plan the urgency of reducing poverty in the developing world has been the
subject of a public campaign by such unlikely policy experts as george clooney alicia keyes elton john angelina jolie and
bono and yet accompanying the call for more foreign aid is an almost universal discontent with the effectiveness of the
existing aid system in reinventing foreign aid development expert william easterly has gathered top scholars in the field
to discuss how to improve foreign aid these authors easterly points out are not claiming that their ideas will to invoke a
current slogan make poverty history rather they take on specific problems and propose some hard headed solutions
easterly himself in an expansive and impassioned introductory chapter makes a case for the searchers who explore
solutions by trial and error and learn from feedback over the planners who throw an endless supply of resources at a big
goal as the most likely to reduce poverty other writers look at scientific evaluation of aid projects including randomized
trials and describe projects found to be cost effective including vaccine delivery and hiv education consider how to deal
with the government of the recipient state work through it or bypass a possibly dysfunctional government examine the
roles of the international monetary fund a de facto aid provider and the world bank and analyze some new and innovative
proposals for distributing aid contributors abhijit banerjee nancy birdsall craig burnside esther duflo domenico fanizza
william easterly ruimin he kurt hoffman stephen knack michael kremer mari kuraishi ruth levine bertin martens john
mcmillan edward miguel jonathan morduch todd moss gunilla pettersson lant pritchett steven radelet aminur rahman
ritva reinikka jakob svensson nicolas van de walle james vreeland dennis whittle michael woolcock
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The Politics of International Humanitarian Aid Operations

2007-01-06

this book will cover heuristic optimization techniques and applications in engineering problems the book will be divided
into three sections that will provide coverage of the techniques which can be employed by engineers researchers and
manufacturing industries to improve their productivity with the sole motive of socio economic development this will be
the first book in the category of heuristic techniques with relevance to engineering problems and achieving optimal
solutions features explains the concept of optimization and the relevance of using heuristic techniques for optimal solutions
in engineering problems illustrates the various heuristics techniques describes evolutionary heuristic techniques like
genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization contains natural based techniques like ant colony optimization bee
algorithm firefly optimization and cuckoo search offers sample problems and their optimization using various heuristic
techniques

Oracle Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence Solutions

2021-01-21

the cultural turn in international aid is one of the first volumes to analyse a wide and comprehensive range of issues
related to culture and international aid in a critical and constructive manner assessing why international aid is provided
for cultural projects rather than for other causes the book also considers whether and how donor funded cultural projects
can address global challenges including post conflict recovery building peace and security strengthening resilience or
promoting human rights with contributions from experts around the globe this volume critically assesses the impact of
international aid including the diverse power relations and inequalities it creates and the interests it serves at
international national and local levels the book also considers projects that have failed and analyses the reasons for their
failure drawing out lessons learnt and considering what could be done better in the future contributors to the volume also
consider the influence of donors in privileging some forms of culture over others creating or maintaining specific
memories identities and interpretations of history and their reasons for doing so these rich discussions are contextualised
through a historical section which considers the definitions approaches and discourses related to culture and aid at
international and regional levels providing consideration of manifold manifestations of culture the cultural turn in
international aid will be of great interest to scholars students and practitioners it will be particularly useful for those
engaged in the study of heritage anthropology international aid and development international relations humanitarian
studies community development cultural studies politics or sociology

Hearing Aid

2008-05-09

Reinventing Foreign Aid

2019-12-06

Optimizing Engineering Problems through Heuristic Techniques

2019-09-12

The Cultural Turn in International Aid
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